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Abstract-Sensor networks are effective tools for detecting perimeter radius relatively small or requires a large number of
intruders. However, the standard technique of placing sensors in sensors. While the perimeter is an intuitive configuration, is it
a perimeter is not optimal. Using optimization techniques to superior to other configurations? Are there other
determine sensor placement can improve the effectiveness of the
sensor network. The optimization should take into account the ofigurations
environmental conditions and place sensors to take advantage of speed of detection?
these conditions. Additionally, there are multiple objectives to One method for finding optimal configurations is genetic
consider in sensor placement, specifically the probability of algorithms. Genetic algorithms explore a large solution space
detection and the time to detect. Genetic algorithms are capable and are effective when considering multiple objectives
of optimizing both objectives simultaneously, achieving the simultaneously. Unlike many optimization techniques, genetic
Pareto-optimal curve. This allows the designer of the network to

specfy anecesaryvalu forone bjecive nd gt sesor algorithms are capable of capturing the entire Pareto frontier inspecify a necessary value for one obj ective and get sensor onru.Ohrtciqegtafwsltosbyierplacements that optimize the other objective. Compared to the one othe techiqes few slt by linear
standard perimeter configurations, the genetic algorithm combinations ofthe objectives followed and get the curve by
networks perform significantly better with respect to both interpolation. Genetic algorithms are capable of optimizing all
probability of detection and time to detect. the objectives at once and getting many solutions in one run.

Index Terms- Genetic algorithms, Object detection, Sensor II. RELATED WORK
networks, Site security monitoring

There has been relatively little research performed in the

I. INTRODUCTION area of optimizing sensor placement. Sensor readings and the
fusion of those readings into a fitness for the entire sensor

sENSOR placement stronglyaf ne o network is complicated, so mathematically optimizing sensor

seorld network.I the' plaement ohe sensors placement is too difficult. Genetic algorithms are well suitedshould optimize their effectiveness. However, when there are
multiple objectives to consider, finding the optimal placement for this optimization because they can search complicated

is not simple. The most commn o s afunctions and avoid getting stuck on local minima. Very littleis~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~nosipeTh.otcmo betve r h rbblt research has been done on the optimizing sensor placements in
of detection and the time to detect. Unfortunately, it is not tesareaoiun deteon.
possible to simultaneously maximize both objectives because

hgevausion betv euti lOlague and Mohr [4] considered a similar problem whenhigher values in one objective result in lower values in the
te tepe ootmz h lcmn fcmrst

other. However, it is possible to find the Pareto frontier, the te aemetopimizethe placemet oe caergnto> . . .-- . , ,. . ,. ~minimize the error in sensing osition. They used geneticcurve of optimal trade-offs between the objectives. This f e t
g

allows the designer of the sensor network to specify a value althmstsucce sesf or hem poptimia on Similarly,attempts to solve the sensor placement problem for diagnosingthat is necessary for one objective and from that get the
problems in plants have been made [7]. This research focusedoptimal value for the other objective.optimalvaluefrthe oher objctive.on optimizing the placement within a discrete number ofEnvironment plays a large role in the placement of sensors. o piiigtepaeet ihnadsrt ubroWEnvpairongentplaysoalars erolein theHu ver ent ofspeedsorl possible positions rather than the continuous space. The work

When pl g s s.dpy confirmed that genetic algorithms can be a effective way tostrongly affect where and at what speed divers will swim. search a large possibility space to optimize sensor placement.Ignoring these environmental conditions is inefficient and can g
b

y p ptp
even make a sensor network ineffective because more sensors e mpt hav adeto sensor pla n inan environment that affects sensors' readings [2]. Dhillon andmay be needed where currents allow divers to move faster than Chakrabarty introduced obstacles into the sensor field that
would be possible under their own power. affected the amount of information a sensor can receive andThe standard sensor network configuration is that of a

then attempted to optimize the placements of the sensors.perimeter. Placing the sensors in a perimeter ensures that any Vickers, Stolkin, and Nickerson [8] also explored the effects ofobject coming within a certain distance of the target must pass the environment on sensor placement and found that including
by at least one sensor. However, this either keeps the environmental information allowed the sensors to be placed far

more efficiently. They used the preference of divers to swim
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sensor placements other than the perimeter configuration may target. The divers attempted to head straight towards the target
be superior was researched by Olariu and Nickerson [5]. They at each time step, but their trajectories were affected by the
found that axial networks of sensors are less obvious to water currents, resulting in curved paths. Each sensor reported
intruders and that these networks are effective at detecting its probability of detection based on the shortest distance
intruders. between the diver's trajectory and the sensor's position. Then,

Goldberg [3] explored using genetic algorithms for the sensors' probabilities of detection were combined to find
optimization and introduced the idea of using domination the overall probability of detection. Finally, the probabilities
ranking as a method for moving towards the Pareto frontier. were averaged, resulting in the average probability of detection
The non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II) for the sensor configuration. The time to detect was found by
extended this by using the distances between solutions to multiplying the probability that the intruder was not yet
spread them out along the Pareto frontier [1]. Goldberg also detected with both the probability that the intruder was just
describes many of the other useful techniques in genetic detected and the present time. Finally, the fitness of the
algorithms such as crossover and mutation techniques as well network was taken to be the average probability of detection
as fitness scaling. and the average time to detect.
The genetic algorithm implemented for this research was

proposed by Deb, Pratap, Agarwal, and Meyarivan [1]. This IV. RESULTS
genetic algorithm is an effective method for optimizing several The genetic algorithm resulted in a collection of sensor
objectives. Raisanen and Whitaker [6] successfully used networks of varying effectiveness and using perimeter
NSGA-II to optimize a multiobjective problem and established configurations with varying radii of perimeters created another
that NSGA-II is a practical and efficient algorithm for collection of sensor networks. Each sensor network was
multiobjective optimization. evaluated using two objectives: probability of detection and

time to detect. The figures show the comparisons of the
III. METHODS genetic algorithm networks with the perimeter networks. For

The specific problem considered was attempting to optimize easier and more intuitive reading, the figures graph the
sensor placement to detect underwater intruders using acoustic probability of detection versus the inverse of the time to detect,
sensors. The sensor readings were simulated using a or the time until target. The probability of detection is the
probabilistic model where the probability of detection was average chance that a diver moving towards the target will be
directly proportional to 1/Range2 . The environment used was detected, and the time until target is the total time the intruder
simulated from the Hudson River near the New York City would take to reach the target minus the time when the intruder

ha .The water currents were interpolated from real sensor is detected on average. Both objectives are normalized so thatharbor. ~~~~the values vary between 0 and 1.
readings in the Hudson River. Currents vary during the day, tevle aybten0ad1
readingsin the Hudson River. Currents vary during the day,In the figures and calculations, the discovered networksespecially in the Hudson River. To simplify the calculations shown are the non-dominated networks discovered by the

this paper only considers the currents from one time of day. genetic algorithm. They are the best of the networks theWith more calculations, the networks could be evaluated for ge goy
seerlnvromets genetic algorithm produced and would likely survive and
Thev sesorneworereaevaluatediforoprobabilitysparent more networks in future generations. It is moreThe sensor networks were evaluated for probability of efciet opr h ewrswt igenme

detection and time to detect. This evaluation consisted of reffetive to ed te ntorks withe tansne number.. . . .,.,. , ~~~~~~re resentin the distance from (0,0)rather than the multiplesending a number of noise-creating diver objects towards a

(Probability of Detection) 2ange
For j = 1 to (Number Of Divers)

(Total Probability of Detecting) j = 0

(Time to Detect) j = 0

For i = 1 to (Number Of Sensors)
(Time to Detect) j = (1 - (Time to Detect) j) * (Probability of Sensor i Detecting) j * (Time Passing near Sensor i)
(Total Probabilit y of Detection) j = ((Total Probability of Detection) j + (Probabili ty of Sensor i Detecting) j )

- ((Total Probability of Detection) j * (Probability of Sensor i Detecting) j)
end
(Total Time to Detect) = (Total Time to Detect) + (Time to Detect) j / (Total Time)
(Total Probabilit y of Detection) + = (Total Probabilit y of Detection)

end
Figure 1. The calculations for determining the probability of detection and the time to detect
for a sensor network.
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Figure 5. A sample network discovered by
the genetic algorithm
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Figure 2. The comparison of the sensor networks
reached by the genetic algorithms and the perimeter

Figure 6. Another network discovered by the
genetic algorithm.

Figure 3. A network displaying the
perimeter configuration. The cylinders
represent the detection ranges of the sensors
and the lines represent possible intruder
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Figure 4. Another network displaying the Figure 7. A sample of the current speeds and
perimeter configuration directions in the Hudson River.
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objectives simultaneously. A larger distance from (0,0) In figures 3, 4, 5, and 6, the cylinders represent the
implies the sensor network performs better because the point maximum detection range of the sensors. The curved black
(0,0) represents a network incapable of detecting an intruder lines represent the trajectories of several intruders attempting
before it reaches the target. The mean distance from (0,0) for to move towards the target and being affected by the water
the networks discovered by the genetic algorithm is 0.904 currents. Figure 7 displays these water currents interpolated
while the mean distance from (0,0) for the perimeter networks from readings in the Hudson River. Figures 3 and 4 are
is 0.837. There are a large number of discovered networks and examples of the perimeter configurations with different
perimeter networks, so the distance distribution can be distances from the target. Figures 5 and 6 depict sample
modeled by the Gaussian distribution. The standard deviation networks reached by the genetic algorithm. The perimeter
of the discovered networks is 0.063 and the standard deviation networks are less effective due to the need to either have

sensors only in close proximity to the target or leave large gapsof the perimeter networks is 0.080. Performing a z-test of the ithpe imeter.
means results in a z-value of 5.103 > 3.090. So the discovered P
networks' mean distance is larger than the perimeter networks' VI. CONCLUSIONS
mean distance with significance level of 0.001 and a larger
distance implies a better sensor network. A z-test of the The genetic algorithm was an effective optimization tool;
medians results in a z-value of 6.275 > 3.090, so the the sensor networks it reached were superior in both objectivesmediansco redsnetworks' media n distance is also5 larger0t the to those of the standard perimeter configuration. Furthermore,discovered networks' median distance iS also larger than the 9

per rnetworks' median distance with .000 1 significance. the genetic algorithm captured solutions further to the
pei e extremes of the objectives than the perimeter technique

V. DIscusSION reached, giving a sensor network designer more options.Many sensor placement algorithms ignore the environment,
The genetic algorithm reached solutions with higher times but this yields less effective networks. Considering the

until target than any of the perimeter networks. The networks environmental conditions like water currents improved the
discovered by the genetic algorithm capture the entire effectiveness of the optimization because the environment can
continuum between high times until target and high strongly influence the results of a sensor network.
probabilities of detection, while the perimeter configurations Another advantage of the genetic algorithm's solutions is
are more limited, only reaching a time until target of 0.800. their randomness. A perimeter configuration gives away
This allows the designer of a sensor network to specify the information about the location of the sensors which allows
value for any one objective they desire and then receive an intruders to avoid or destroy sensors. The genetic algorithm's
optimal sensor network that will maximize the other objective. solutions, on the other hand, are random and therefore it is

Another advantage of the networks discovered by the very hard for the intruder to predict the placement of the
genetic algorithm is the randomness of the sensor placements. sensors. If the locations of the sensors are unknown, intruders
In perimeter networks, it is relatively easy to discover where are unable to avoid them.
the sensors are placed. Sending several decoys through the
network and seeing where they are discovered allows the REFERENCES
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